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Summer Lunch Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello FSTF members and members of the public. My name is Michelle and I am from DCYF. I manage the overall summer meals program and coordinate other nutrition resources for the department. In partnership with SFUSD, we will present our summer lunch update for everyone here today. First I wanted to introduce my colleague from DCYF and 



Agenda
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• Overview of Summer Lunches

• Successes

• Data Points

• Current Challenges

• Next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of today’s presentation is to provide an overview of what summer lunches are, the successes and challenges of the program, share some data regarding the program, and describe the next steps



Overview: What is the Summer Lunch Program?
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• SFUSD and DCYF serves free lunches to youth across San Francisco during summer months
• Uses Federally-funded USDA programs – DCYF uses Summer Food Service Program (SFSP) and 

SFUSD uses Summer Seamless Option (SSO) and National School Lunch Program (NSLP).
• Each program has different administrative requirements, but follows similar rules and regulations 

for service

• Over 150+ summer lunch sites across the city

• Sponsors coordinate FREE meals

• DCYF – lunch and one snack 

• SFUSD – breakfast and lunch

• Open to anyone 18 years and younger across San Francisco

• Up to date information available by calling 211, 311, dcyf.org

• Currently, there are over 31,000 youth that qualify for FRPM yet only about 17% of all youth enrolled in 
SFUSD eat summer lunches. 
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How Does the Program Work?

Terms and Definitions

• In general, SFSP and SSO uses area eligibility to qualify sites for Summer Lunches. This means 
that if a site is located in an attendance zone where 50% or more of their students quality for 
free/reduced price meals (FRPMs) then the site qualifies. 

• If a site is willing to serve youth in the community as well as those enrolled in their program, 
they are an “open” site. Sites only willing to serve youth in enrolled programs are considered 
“closed”.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SFUSD data from RFP/RFQ release Sept. 2019 



Successes
• Leverage resources to provide Summer Lunch Brochure to 

every SFUSD campus

• SFUSD/DCYF hosted a nutrition poster contest to create an 
outreach poster that was posted at every open site 

• SFUSD’s partnership with No Kid Hungry
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outreach through extending Free Summer Lunch brochure recipients and sponsors sharing informationNutrition poster contestNo Kid Hungry partnership with SFUSD - 



Trend of City-wide Summer Meals
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There is about 31,000 students enrolled in SFUSD qualify for FRPMs yet only 16% of those students eat summer lunches. 
*Note: 
• # of open sites in 2013-2014 not available
• 2017 data from third-party is not available
• 2018 & 2019 shows data for the only two major sponsors – SFUSD & DCYF

Year
Number of 

Lunches
Number of 

sites
# of Open 

Sites
Average # of 
lunches/day

Estimated 
Reimbursement 

from USDA
2013 297,112 136 n/a 8,500 $960,978.00 
2014 306,044 147 n/a 10,400 $947,851.00 
2015 340,564 160 131 12,500 $1,123,861.00 
2016 364,917 168 120 12,800 $1,237,068.00 

2017* 291,664 152 114 9,722 $1,012,074.08 
2018* 261,492 155 95 8,716 $928,296.60
2019* 254,351 137 74 8,478 $928,381.15 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data is from number of meals that were claim or reimbursable. May not necessarily include meals that were served but site forgot to submit paperwork or if site did not serve a “compliant” meal but youth still ate, etc. There is no current system to collect data in which are not reimbursable. Part of the challenge of data collection is having consistent information year to year. Data is not centralized and data is pulled from multiple spreadsheets/sources. With the abrupt closure of CEI (the other third-party sponsor), integrity of data is called into question. Segregation of summer meals served by this sponsor is not available from CDE as they are not able to aggregated data by county (by sponsor only). CEI was a sponsor for more than one county (Oakland, San Mateo, parts of LA) so it would be hard to distinguish/interpret the data. 
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Summer Lunch 
Open Sites in San Francisco 2015 vs. 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visual map of changes of availability of open sitesHardly any open sites on West side of the city (Sunset/Richmond/Ingleside) and Western Addition Area. Less open sites in Chinatown and Bayview YMCA where sites tend to be close in proximity. 2015 mapBlue – SFUSDRed – DCYFYellow – CEI/third party2019 mapPurple – SFUSDRed - DCYF



Current Challenges

• Lack of shared measurement – reporting requirements to USDA/CDE 
does not meet San Francisco data needs

• Eligibility – Changes in SNAP and minimum wage ordinance have made 
it more difficult for families to apply and qualify for RFPM’s

• Number of sustainable sponsors in SF - In 2017, a third-party sponsor 
(non-SFUSD/non-DCYF) abruptly stopped serving meals.
• Sites that were originally served from third-party sponsor had the most issues 

with compliance
• Program Rules – New requirements deter sites from applying and/or 

qualifying for the program 
• Restrictions for sites within close distances – less sites quality as “open”
• Enrollment forms for closed-enrolled sites
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past few years and particularly this summer, we’ve noticed a few challenges that make it difficult to encourage more youth/sites to participate in summer lunches:Data – data is self-reported. USDA/CDE did not have data available for CEI/third-party information as they serve multiple counties. USDA/CDE reporting may not include noncompliant meals but meals were still serve to youth. Documentation for compliant/noncompliant meals may be too cumbersome for sites. Each sponsor has their own data collection issues with data not being centralized for reporting. For example, if one person were to pull a report, it would look different than if another person were to pull the report. Eligibility. Changes in eligibility rules make it difficult for sites to quality for the program. Because of the high cost of living in SF, the new eligibility rules are not reflective of the true needs of youth in SF. In addition, the current political climate has made it difficult for families to submit information even though they may qualify for services. # of sustainable sponsors in SF. A third party sponsor named Children’s Empowerment Inc. (CEI) abruptly stop serving meals in 2017. With a third party sponsor, DCYF was able to serve programs with “low enrollment” that may not otherwise meet minimum meal orders by other sponsors. With the closure of this third party sponsor, high capacity sites turn to DCYF for support. Other sites such as churches, that were sponsored by the third party was not interested in working with DCYF. Sites that transitioned from the previous third party sponsor had the most difficulty in maintaining admin requirements resulting in lost claims.  Program Rules. USDA released new requirements that no longer allow state agencies to exempt sponsors to waive certain regulations. For example, USDA would allow state sponsoring agencies to approve adjacent sites or sites that may be too close to one another without the need for additional paperwork. However, USDA no longer allow exceptions and now require sites to submit “closed enrolled” eligibility to quality. Sites close to schools are more likely to be “closed enrolled” since schools that have primary of being an “open” site. Exemptions can be made if sponsors agree to a stamping system, which both SFUSD/DCYF express concerns of such as system. Closed-enrolled sites (sites that are closed due to turf/safety issues or if they are too close to another site) are required to submit names and household income for each youth enrolled in the program before they are approved in the system. 50% of all youth enrolled must qualify for FRPM for the whole site to quality. Timing of the submission of paperwork and the sensitivity of information required from families deter sites from applying



Call to Action/Next Steps

• Data Collection –A centralized data system can make for better 
data quality and analysis

• Increase funding – to compensate for less federal reimbursements
• Dedicate more resources to high-capacity sites – including 

technical assistance, increase quality programming, and addressing 
structural needs (equipment, staffing, etc.)

• Strategized with partners to think outside the box – we 
appreciate any possible solutions!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there are current challenges, we felt there are a few call to action steps we can take moving forward:Data collection. A centralized data system can make for better data quality and analysis. A more systematic stream of data collection can improve data integrity and analyze how we should move forward as well as streamline any gaps in the eligibility/enrollment process. Increase funding. Current challenges result in less federal funding coming into the city. By leveraging other financial resources, we can continue services w/o dampening the effects of certain programmatic changes. Dedicate more resources for high-capacity sites to be open for longer. USDA/CDE regulations priorities emphasize on higher-capacity sites such as schools. More resources can include transportation system for sites to work together, increase programming at high-capacity sites to engage youth/families, increase # of service days at libraries, increase access to heating equipment for sites, include technical assistance for sites not doing well in paperwork compliance, etc.  Strategized with partners to think outside the box There may be other solutions that may not fit into the categories above and we appreciate the openness of the different possible solutions!Technical assistance for sites? 



Questions?
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Michelle Kim - DCYF
Health and Nutrition Coordinator
415-934-4838
Michelle.kim@dcyf.org

Robin Knox – SFUSD SNS
Child Nutrition Programs Manager
415-749-3604 x 13008
knoxr1@sfusd.edu
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